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Introduction

What does recovery from, through and after crises mean for educators?

What might our school leaders be experiencing as individuals, as teams,

as a body of professionals navigating our collective overwhelm?

In the summer of 2021, we hosted our Summer Institute “Mending Our Wounds:

Recovering Through Art & Ritual,” a space for educators to process the past year

and steady themselves for the space of the summer.

We also hosted two listening spaces for educators across the country to join, find each

other, share their challenges and celebrations in accessing space to consider accessing

recovery. We offer this summary of our learning in and from these spaces to center educator

voice as our country contemplates creating the conditions and climates for our school crisis

recovery to be possible.

Executive Summary - September 2021
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Part 1 highlights our learning from Mending Our Wounds: Recovering from School Crisis through

Art & Ritual.

Part 2 highlights our learning from Listening Into Voices from the Field: Educator Reflections on

COVID-Looking Back to Look Ahead.

187 educators from across the country gathered virtually to interrupt isolation and experience the
intimacy of reflecting on this past year to engage in creative outlets to foster healing and to share
their experiences. 

There are two parts to this learning capture; each includes written summaries and a visual capture by

Rio Holaday to facilitate capacity and sustainability of the learning.

Whether you are a coach, consultant, school leader, researcher, scholar, activist, student-advocate,
administrator, policy developer- we hope this capture provides the data helpful and 
needed to foster educator-centered school crisis recovery. 

"Recovery can take place only within the context of relationships;
it cannot occur in isolation…These include the basic capacities for
trust, autonomy, initiative, competence, identity, and intimacy.”
-Judith Herman



We believe deeply that healing and renewal are collective efforts just as much as they are individual

ones.

The Summer Institute (June 3, 2021) acknowledged that educators, teachers, school leaders, school-

based mental health service providers, paras and student support professionals had just endured

something incredibly tremendous, our acknowledgement that the work over these past 18 months

was in so many ways selfless, courageous, all-consuming, and absolutely essential.

To recover, we must create intentional and explicit places for us as school leaders, educators, and

school-connected providers to release and allow for integration.

To foster interaction, inquiry, dialogue, and information that encourages both radical self-care
and collective care for our school communities.

To recover, we must create intentional and explicit places for educators to tend to wellbeing in a

manner that also supports pedagogy and practice in the context of crisis.

We began our time dedicating our work to someone whose legacy keeps us open to recovery and

healing, settling our collective nervous systems and connecting to each other and ourselves.

Teacher-Educator-Activist-Scholar Dr. Stephanie Cariaga provided a foundational teaching on how

creating ritual, marking time is foundational to our recovery. Dr. Cariaga provided moving questions

to help us process what has happened and pursue what could happen.

As one participant noted, we received “so many profound thoughts and beautifully crafted questions

to invite reflection, self-awareness and permission to BE.” Dr. Cariaga also reminded us that “our

bodies do not belong to our schools.”Through art, storytelling, movement, and somatic processing,

our bodies become ours again so that we can show up in and for our school communities.

Mending Our Wounds: Educators share what
challenges and what supports their recovery 
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"How do we continue to take pause and respite?”
"How do we continue to build stamina to continue to practice
communal care?" 
- Dr. Cariaga



Mending Our Wounds - Visual Illustration 
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Below is a visual illustration of our experience that day- 117 educators nationwide-

coming together to define, presence, and practice our collective learning for the coming

year and years.

What resonates? What is surprising, reminding, or different than how you are
leading and building access to recovery?

Artwork by



Educators shared and celebrated the practices that emerged and
supported them during the pandemic... 

Systems and services bridged interdependency 

"We recreated our service models, shifting from focusing on putting out fires to a systems level and

practices being more proactive, restorative and trauma responsive."

"We worked on getting systems that don’t typically talk to each other to work together (health,

education)."

"Being able to connect with service providers to wrap around a young person and their needs."

"Learning amount how to bridge student supports and mental health; Biggest challenge is

translation: from local to state, across divisions."

"We were able to get feedback from stakeholders about their mental wellness and saw that the

plans (our district) put in place made a difference and we can see the fruition of the work in the

responses of our families was a celebration. There is still work to do, but we can see that we are

making progress."

"Built coalitions to partner and build outside of the box to address service needs and needs of

community."

"Partnered across sectors and individualizing supports for each site on a system level."

Windows of belief system and practice shift: The pandemic both dehumanized and
re-humanized us at the same time

"I work as a school counselor. For the staff, I was able to set up wellness things for the staff in ways

that had not been done pre-pandemic."

"We had an opportunity to really show that schools and educational environments are not just about

academics; they are places of community, family, and in which mental and physical needs can

brought up and tended."

"We had less focus on outcomes and more focus on process."

"Schools are becoming much more aware that we need to do a better job of supporting the mental

health of students and staff."

"Educators support each other, know their limits and are more explicit with it."

Listening Into Voices from the Field: 
Educator reflect on COVID: Looking Back to Look
Ahead
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We heard challenges that blocked and are blocking recovery...

Prioritizing time and navigating inundation of resources

"It was helpful to have a larger number of trainings and resources available. But it can feel
overwhelming; lots of legwork to vet resources to ensure they are a proper fit for the student and
family."

"There is an ongoing struggle to support the adults. We know there are trainings available, but it is a

matter of prioritizing time within the structure of a school space."

"We don’t intentionally use the time we have to work on those things. Instead, we say, 'here are the
resources, read them on your own time.'”

Navigating pressure and fear

"The systemic sense of urgency creates a sense of isolation."

"It takes consistent effort all day long (venting, debriefing, connecting) to navigate stress in my body."

"How do we honor that most of our state policies are coming from fear?"

We heard what educators feel is most vital in helping them process and
persist in this moment and moving forward...
                                                                                                                                                        
The main, repeated theme over and over again was to connect and affirm

"We need to talk to people who “get it”- we’re not pouring academics into a kids brain; we’re dealing
with a unique human being who needs so much more."

"The work is personal: experience of personal loss (death by suicide) changes my own leadership
approach."

 Align trauma-informed principles to crisis: safety, transparency, collaboration, voice
& choice, & cultural humility

"Anticipate crises to look different. Address unpredictability, as to what it will look like when we come
back: we are unsure of how things will look different, not sure how things are going to play out."

"Professionals became more candid and transparent with each other. Let's continue that!"

"It is taking a long time to build relationships and trust with families with mental health professionals
(and that’s ok)."

"How do our identities influence the way we lead through crisis?"

Listening Into Voices from the Field - Cont'd
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Recorded podcasts staff can listen on their own time. (e.g., self-care, symptoms of depression,

how to navigate resources)

Offer Mini “How To’s” (e.g., reengagement)

Expand resources virtually

Recordings that can be shared with others who can’t attend

Educator peer support networks

Create based on strong attention to the need, not just to the nearest mentor

Holding space (this moment right now) - is really important

Having the space not to have answers

Relational experiences- so much of our work feels transactional

Healing post-covid anxiety in our students. Many students need supports after returning to school

for the the first time in almost two years.

More on trauma sensitive trainings, how to identify trauma, how to help students/teachers dealing

with trauma and how to move past it and heal

Teachers needs support; Staff need support who support teachers

How to integrate supports for underpaid staff

Grief supports for students and staff

Accessible learning

Structured collegiality & relational professional development

Support with transitions

Create concentric circles of care 

Listening into what supports educator recovery... 
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What types of training and facilitation would help you feel seen and
supported to access recovery?



Below is a visualized summary “Voices from the Field: Reflections on COVID-Looking

Back to Look Ahead.” The themes surfaced from the experiences shared in the two

listening sessions SCRR held in June and August 2021 with 70 educators across the

country.

What resonates? What is surprising, reminding, or different than how you are
leading and building access to recovery?

Listening Into Voices from the Field - Illustrated
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Contact Info:
Email: SCRR@cars-rp.org

Website: www.schoolcrisishealing.org

Get Social with Us!
Facebook: @scrr.project

Instagram: @scrr_project

Twitter: @scrr_project
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Connect with SCRR

SAMHSA’s mission is to reduce the impact of substance abuse and
mental illness on America’s communities.

www.samhsa.gov
1-877-SAMHSA-7 (1-877-726-4727) | 1-800-487-4889 (TDD)

Our Goal
To promote evidence-based,

culturally responsive, crisis

continuum wrap around services

to promote effective and

sustainable change in ways school

leadership builds the skills,

knowledge, and attributes

necessary to recover

and renew after a crisis.

Our Role
We offer a collaborative SCRR

model in order to provide training,

technical assistance (TTA), and

resource dissemination to school

leadership, mental health

providers, educators, and staff

that promotes long-term recovery

and renewal after school crisis.

School crisis readiness is essential. Response is critical.
And: what happens after, matters too.

http://www.samhsa.gov/
mailto:SCRR@cars-rp.org
http://www.schoolcrisishealing.org/
https://facebook.com/SCRR@cars-rp.org
https://www.instagram.com/scrr_project
https://twitter.com/scrr_project
http://www.samhsa.gov/

